Barriers to access with short non-compliant ramps or steps.

Assisted access required (no steps).

There are no footpaths along Cliff Parade (site side).

Access to St Edmunds Chapel runs by pavement.

Access from the kerb side to the Chapel cannot be guaranteed.

There are no footpaths along Cliff Parade (site side).
Compliant footpath or ramp. Assisted access required (no steps). Barriers to access with short non-compliant ramps or steps. Compliant access constrained by raised kerbs. Improved access with compliant step access.
2. Local patching of paving materials.
3. Paving settlement leading to localised flooding.
4. Erosion of grass around raised bed.
5. Steps with handrail.
6. Ramped footpaths with steep incline.
7. Retaining wall in varying condition.
   - Protected edges with drops over 600mm.
8. Concrete pathways with uneven surfaces and patching of materials.
   - Edging in poor condition.
   - Narrow steps. Inappropriate materials.
9. Paving, steps and walls to RNLI garden in poor condition.
10. Unsuitable intervention with level changes, steps, ramps and raised edges.
11. Steps without handrail.
12. Steps with handrails and steep ramped access.
13. Poor quality surface finish with eroded edges.
14. Poor quality surface finish with embedded edge.
15. Poor quality PCC flags and rubber matting.
16. Block paving to Crazy Golf area in good condition.
17. Poor quality surfacing with some cracking.
18. Main footpath edges in reasonable condition.
19. Poor quality surfacing with some cracking.
20. Locally uneven surface with cracking.
21. Poor edging.
22. Existing stepped access.
23. Existing retaining walls - variable height.
24. Existing ramped footpaths.
Surfaces of poor condition
Existing stepped access

1. Steps without handrails.
2. Existing concrete flag paving replaced with natural stone flags.
3. Stepping stone flags in grass.